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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the relationship between motivation and self-regulated learning (SRL) in a nationally representative sample of 5245, 15-year-old students in the USA. A multivariate multilevel analysis was conducted to examine the role of three motivational variables (self-efficacy, intrinsic value & instrumental value) in predicting three SRL strategies (memorization, elaboration & control). The results showed that compared to self-efficacy, intrinsic value and instrumental value of math were stronger predictors of memorization, elaboration and control strategies. None of the motivational variables had a stronger effect on one strategy than the other. The findings suggest that the development of self-regulatory skills in math can be greatly enhanced by helping students develop positive value of and realistic expectancy for success in math.
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1. Introduction

Self-regulated learning is one of key determinants of academic achievement. Evidence shows that students who regulate their learning perform better in school than those who do not engage in such self-regulation (Dent & Koenka, 2016; Hattie & Donoghue, 2016). Despite the importance of self-regulated learning (SRL), a large number of students do not engage in self-regulation of learning (Pintrich & Zusho, 2002; Zimmerman, 2008). Why do some students engage in SRL while others fail to do so? This question has garnered a great deal of attention among researchers. Consequently, there has been an increased emphasis on examining the motivational precursors of SRL (see Schunk & Zimmerman, 2008; Zimmerman, 2011). In the past two decades, a number of studies have investigated the roles of a variety of motivational variables (e.g., attributions, goal orientations, self-efficacy, intrinsic motivation, achievement value) in SRL (for an overview see Zimmerman & Schunk, 2008). SRL is a complex concept that comprises multiple components that are correlated (Sitzmann & Ely, 2011; Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1990). Despite the multifaceted nature of SRL, previous studies that examined the associations between motivation and SRL utilized a univariate approach. Such an approach makes it difficult to simultaneously investigate differential effects of motivation on multiple SRL components. Thus, our knowledge of how different motivational variables influence various components of SRL is limited. To fill this gap, this study examined the differential effects of self-efficacy, intrinsic value and instrumental value on three SRL strategies in mathematics in a nationally representative sample of 15-year old students in the USA based on data obtained from the 2003 Program for International Student Assessment (PISA).
1.1. Self-regulated Learning

Self-regulated learning refers to “the self-directive processes through which learners transform their mental abilities into academic skills” (Zimmerman & Labuhn, 2012, p. 399). SRL involves setting realistic learning goals, selecting effective learning strategies, monitoring and evaluating one’s progress towards goals. An important aspect of SRL is the use of various learning strategies to regulate one’s learning (Bjork, Dunlosky & Kornell, 2013; Dent & Koenka, 2016; Pintrich, 1999; Zimmerman, 2008). Although a variety of learning strategies exist (Bjork, et al., 2013; Hattie & Donoghue, 2016) the current study focuses on three of these strategies: memorization (rehearsal), elaboration and control (meta-cognitive) strategies. These categories of strategies are considered to be important components of SRL (Artlet, Baumert, Julius-McElvany & Peschar, 2003; Pintrich, 1999). Both memorization and elaboration strategies are commonly combined together to form cognitive strategies (Pintrich, 1999). Memorization strategies involve repeating to-be-learned information over and over again. Memorization strategies help in familiarizing the learner with the concepts and terms of to-be-learned material. Some specific techniques of memorization strategy include highlighting and underlining text. Although memorization strategies do not mirror deeper level of processing, they help learners to focus and select relevant information (Bjork et al., 2013; Pintrich, 1999; Weinstein & Mayer, 1986; Weinstein, Acee & Jung, 2011). Elaboration strategies reflect deeper level processing of to-be-learned material. Elaborative strategies such as paraphrasing and making an analogy help in connecting to-be-learned information with prior knowledge (Weinstein, et al., 2011).

Control or meta-cognitive strategies refer to planning, monitoring and regulation of cognition and behavior (e.g., Corno, 2005; Pintrich, 1999; Zimmerman & Labuhn, 2012). Self-regulated learners plan a course of action by setting goals, monitoring their progress towards the goals and evaluating their performance relative to the goals (Zimmerman & Labuhn, 2012). Planning involves, among others, setting goals for studying to-be-learned information, identifying learning strategies as well as task analysis. These activities help in activating prior knowledge thereby making processing of information easier. The next logical step after planning is performing. During performance, monitoring of learning becomes a crucial phase of SRL. During monitoring, self-regulated learners check their understanding against self-set standards by using variety of technique such as self-testing and self-explanations (Bjork et al., 2013). An important role of monitoring is making learners vigilant to obstacles to reaching self-set goals thereby triggering evaluation of strategies in terms of effectiveness (Bjork et al., 2013; Zimmerman, 2011). Overall, although the uses of both cognitive and meta-cognitive strategies have been proven to be important for learning and achievement (Dent & Koenka, 2016; Pintrich, 1999; Zimmerman, 2008), many students fail to use such strategies (Bjork et al., 2013).

1.2. Motivation and self-regulated learning

Motivation is considered to play a vital role in initiating and sustaining self-regulated learning (Boekaerts, 2010 Pintrich, 1999; Zimmerman, 2011). Self-regulated learning requires paying attention to the learning process, making tough choices and putting forth increased effort to learn (Zimmerman, 2011). Thus, understanding the role of motivational processes in self-regulated learning is important (Zimmerman & Schunk, 2008). Although a number of previous studies have examined how SRL is linked with various motivational constructs (e.g., achievement goals, and attributions) [see Schunk & Zimmerman, 2008]. The current study focuses on self-efficacy and task value. These motivational variables are hypothesized to facilitate and sustain students’ engagement in self-regulated learning (Pintrich, 1999; Wigfield & Claudia, 2008; Zimmerman, 2011). In order to engage in self-regulated learning, students should believe that they have the confidence in their ability to learn (e.g., self-efficacy) and that there is a good reason or purpose to do so (e.g., task value) (Pintrich, 1999). Self-efficacy refers to judgment of personal capability to organize and execute a course of action in order to attain self-set goals (Bandura, 1997). Self-efficacy is one of the most extensively studied motivational constructs in relation to self-regulation (Zimmerman, 2008). In general, studies have shown that students who feel competent about their capability are more likely to use SRL strategies than those who doubt about their confidence (e.g. Pajares, 2008; Pintrich & De Groot, 1990; Wolters & Pintrich, 1998). However, the relationship between self-efficacy and specific learning strategies has not always been consistent. For example, whereas studies using college samples consistently show significant positive
association between self-efficacy and use of memorization strategies (see Crede & Philips, 2012), those using adolescent samples did not find significant associations between the two variables (Beger & Karabenick, 2011). One potential argument is that self-efficacy is a stronger predictor of deeper level strategies such as elaboration than superficial strategies such as memorization (Sins, van Joolingen, Savelsbergh & van Hout-Wolters, 2008). With regard to elaboration and control strategies, regardless of the strength of the associations, studies show that self-efficacy beliefs are positively correlated with both strategies (see Pajares, 2008; Pintrich, 1999). Most of these studies also examined the relative effects of task value.

According to Eccles (2009) task value reflects students’ reasons for engagement in a task. Students may value tasks or domains such as math, out of enjoyment (i.e., intrinsic value) or for its instrumental roles to achieve future goals (i.e., instrumental/utility value) or for its consistency with one’s identity (i.e., attainment value). The current study considers only intrinsic value and instrumental value due to availability of such variables in PISA 2003 data. While intrinsic value is similar to interest (Renninger, 2010) and intrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000), instrumental value is akin to identified form of extrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Although there are some subtle differences between these different labels, because of their intellectual roots, they refer to whether individuals engage in a task for intrinsic or instrumental reasons (Wigfield & Cambria, 2010). According to Wigfield, Hoa and Klauda (2008) the two components of value are hypothesized to have differential effects on self-regulation. Wigfield et al (2008) argued that if students pursue an activity as means to an end (i.e., instrumental value) they would not fully engage in self-regulation as when they “value the activity intrinsically” (p189). An implication of this hypothesis is that students who value a domain for instrumental reasons are likely to use superficial strategies such as memorization than deep and meta-cognitive strategies. Although this may be true, much of the research in support of the role of task value comes from studies that examined composite task value (i.e., composite of intrinsic, utility and attainment values) Thus, we do not know the differential roles of intrinsic vs. instrumental value in predicting SRL strategies (Wigfield, et al., 2008). Nevertheless, a number of studies that investigated the relations between composite task value and various self-regulation strategies found that student who attach value to a task are more likely to report the use of cognitive and meta-cognitive strategies learning strategies in that particular task (e.g., Berger & Karabenick, 2011; Pintrich & DeGroot, 1990; Wolters & Pintrich, 1998). Although Berger and Karabenick’s (2011) did not investigate the relative effects of task value across the memorization, elaboration and control; the correlations reported in their study (based on wave I data) show that task value has stronger association with elaboration and control (meta-cognition) than memorization. This suggests that intrinsic value and utility value may be differentially associated with the three strategies considered in the current study.

Although the studies outlined above have increased our knowledge base on the role of motivation in SRL, a number of issues remain unresolved. First, although SRL is conceptualized as multivariate concept, previous research has mainly focused on different SRL strategies separately. SRL strategies are moderately correlated (Sitzmann & Ely, 2011; Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1990) and ignoring this fact leads to imprecise parameter estimates and type I error (Snijder & Bosker, 2012). Second, although there is evidence on the correlations between motivational variables and SRL strategies (Berger & Karabenick, 2011; Wolters & Pintrich, 1998), we know little about the relative effects of different motivational variables on different learning strategies in the same model. Moreover, because previous research has focused on composite measures of task value, we know little about the differential role of the components of task value (i.e., intrinsic value & instrumental value) in SRL (Wigfield et al., 2008). Understanding whether motivation effects differ by the SRL strategies has both practical and theoretical significance. Practically, interventions that target a specific SRL strategy might choose to focus on a specific motivational variable. Theoretically, knowledge of differential motivational effects on SRL outcomes helps in refining SRL theories in such a way that modifications to the motivational aspects of the theories can be made.

1.3. The Present Study
This study addressed three general research questions: (1) Do the three motivational variables predict the three SRL strategies after controlling for correlations among SRL strategies. Based on previous univariate outcome studies (e.g., Berger & Karabenick, 2011) and strong theoretical positions on the role of motivation in SRL (Pintrich, 1999), the expectations were: self-efficacy, intrinsic value and instrumental value would positively predict memorization, elaboration and control strategies. (2) Do the effects of the motivational variables differ
by SRL strategies (e.g., Do the effects of self-efficacy differ across memorization, elaboration and control?). Although there is no strong empirical basis to form specific hypotheses, based on the correlations reported in Berger and Karabenick (2011), self-efficacy would be stronger predictor of elaboration and control than it is of memorization. Based on Wigfield et al.’s (2008) hypothesis, we expected that the effect of instrumental value would be stronger for memorization than for elaboration and control strategies but the effect of intrinsic value would be stronger for elaboration and control strategies than for memorization strategies. (3) Do the effects of the motivational variables on a specific SRL strategy differ from each other (e.g., Do the effects of self-efficacy on elaboration differ from that of the effects of intrinsic value and instrumental value on the same outcome?) Based on evidence reported in several studies (e.g., Berger & Karabenick, 2011; Wolters & Pintrich, 1998), the expectation was that the effects of self-efficacy in general would be weaker than the effects of intrinsic and instrumental value on the three SRL strategies. With regard to the two task value components, it was hypothesized that instrumental value would be a stronger predictor of memorization but a weaker predictor of elaboration and control than intrinsic value. These hypotheses were tested using a multivariate multilevel analysis that allows estimation of such comparison while controlling for correlations among the outcome variables.

2. Method

2.1. Data Source and Sample

The data for the current study come from the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA 2003) data set for USA. PISA assesses performance of 15-year-old students in three-core domains (i.e., reading, math and science) tri-annually. The focal subjects change every three years. The 2003 PISA cycle focused on math. PISA uses a two-stage stratified sampling procedure in which minimum of 150 schools are randomly sampled in each participating country from which 35 15-year-olds are randomly selected (OECD, 2004). This ensures to obtain a nationally representative sample of this age group. The US sample consisted of 274 schools and 5456 fifteen-year-old students. The participants were 49.8 girls, 3.1% Asian, 15.5% Black, 16.7% Hispanic, 57.3% White, and 4.7% ‘other’ racial/ethnic groups.

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Motivational variables

2.2.1.1. Self-efficacy. Six items were used to assess students’ level of self-efficacy. The students were asked to rate their level of confidence in doing six math tasks on a scale of 1 (not at all confident) to 4 (very confident) ($\alpha = .88$). An example item reads: “Calculating how much cheaper a TV would be after a 30% discount”

2.2.1.2. Intrinsic value. The intrinsic value measure consisted of 4 items ($\alpha = .92$) pertaining to students’ interest in and enjoyment of mathematics. The items were rated on a 4-point scale 1(strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). An example item reads: “I do mathematics because I enjoy it”

2.2.1.3. Instrumental Value. The students’ instrumental value of math was captured using four items ($\alpha = .89$) that focused on the extent to which they were encouraged to learn by external rewards such as good job prospects. The items were rated on a 4-point scale 1(strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). An example item reads: “Learning mathematics is worthwhile for me because it will improve my career prospects”.

2.2.2. Self-Regulated learning strategies

2.2.2.1. Memorization strategies. Memorization strategies were assessed using 4 items ($\alpha = .67$) that focused students’ use of learning strategies for mathematics that involve “representations of knowledge”. An example item reads: “I go over some problems in mathematics so often that I feel as if I could solve them in my sleep”.

2.2.2.2. Elaboration strategies. Five items ($\alpha = .80$) were used to assess students’ use of elaboration strategies. The items were rated on a 4-point scale 1(strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). An example item reads: “I try to understand new concepts in mathematics by relating them to things I already know”.
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2.2.2.3. Control strategies. Five items (α = .81) were used to assess students’ use of meta-cognitive strategies. The items were rated on a 4-point scale 1(strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). An example item reads: “When I study for a mathematics test, I try to figure out the most important parts to learn”.

2.2.3. Socio-economic status (SES)

PISA’s index for SES was derived from three sources: the highest occupational status of either parent, highest educational level of either parent in years of education, and the index of family/home possessions (OECD, 2004). In the current study, SES was standardized with a mean of ‘0’ and a standard deviation of ‘1’.

2.3. Analytic strategy

A multivariate multilevel analysis (MVMLA) was used to compare the relative effects of the three motivational variables on the three SRL strategies. MVMLA is a multilevel model with multiple outcome variables nested within upper level units. In the current study, the three SRL strategies at level 1 are nested with individual students at level 2, who in turn are nested within their schools at level 3. An important advantage of using of MVMLA is that it helps in comparing the relative effects of individual predictors. In addition, MVMLA provides more powerful test of specific effects for single dependent variables than univariate analysis due to relatively smaller standard errors (Hox, 2010; Park, Pituch, Kim, Chung, & Dodd, 2015; Snijders & Bosker, 2012). In this study, two models were specified: an unconditional model (i.e., only the three SRL variables with no explanatory variables) and a conditional model that included the three motivational variables and the control variables. The conditional multivariate multilevel equation used in this study can be written as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{y}_{1jk} &= \beta_{0jk} + \beta_{1jk} + \beta_{2jk} + \beta_{3jk} + \beta_{5jk} + \beta_{5jk} \\
\beta_{0jk} &= \beta_0 + \nu_0k + u_{0jk} \\
\mathbf{y}_{2jk} &= \beta_{1jk} + \beta_{2jk} + \beta_{3jk} + \beta_{5jk} + \beta_{5jk} \\
\beta_{1jk} &= \beta_1 + \nu_1k + u_{1jk} \\
\mathbf{y}_{3jk} &= \beta_{2jk} + \beta_{3jk} + \beta_{5jk} + \beta_{5jk} \\
\beta_{2jk} &= \beta_2 + \nu_2k + u_{2jk}
\end{align*}
\]

Where \(y_{1jk}, y_{2jk} \text{ and } y_{3jk} \) represent memorization, elaboration and control strategies respectively, \(\beta_{1jk} - \beta_{3jk} \) represent the motivational predictors and \(\beta_{4jk} \text{ and } \beta_{5jk} \) represent, gender and SES, respectively. In the variance-covariance matrixes, the diagonal elements represent the variances and the off-diagonal elements capture the covariance among the random effects.

To assess model fit, we used deviance statistic, which is equal to -2 times the natural log of the likelihood function and serves as measure of badness of fit (Snijder & Bosker, 2012). Since deviance cannot be interpreted directly, we used difference in deviance (\(\Delta D\)). The \(\Delta D\) has a chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number of parameters in the two models (i.e., unconditional vs. conditional). We calculated proportionate reduction of error (PRE) measures as proxy for explained variance at each level of analysis (Snijders & Bosker, 2012). Post-hoc coefficient comparison tests (Paternoster, Brame, Mazerolle & Piquero, 1998) were used to examine differential effects of motivational variables on the SRL strategies. To aid interpretation the motivational variables were centered. The MVML models were fit with full maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., iterative generalized least square) in MLwiN2.30 (Rasbash, Charlton, Browne, Healy & Cameron, 2012).
3. Results

Descriptive statistics and correlations among study variables are presented in Table 1. The correlation results indicate that the motivational variables are significantly correlated with the three learning strategies. Whereas SES is positively associated with memorization and control strategies, its association with elaboration was negative and non-significant.

| Table 1. Means, Standard Deviations and Correlations Among the Study Variables |
|-----------------|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|                | Mean | SD  | 1  | 2   | 3   | 4   | 5   | 6   | 7   |
| 1 | Self-efficacy | 3.13 | .56 |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| 2 | Intrinsic value | 2.29 | .74 | .35* |     |     |     |     |     |
| 3 | Instrumental Value | 3.01 | .68 | .36** | .60** |     |     |     |     |
| 4 | Memorization | 2.73 | .52 | .31** | .45** | .41** |     |     |     |
| 5 | Elaboration | 2.61 | .57 | .27** | .46** | .39** | .58** |     |     |
| 6 | Control | 2.93 | .50 | .33** | .39** | .40** | .68** | .57** |     |
| 7 | SES | .00 | 1 | .32* | -.01 | .05* | .05* | -.02 | .10** |

Note: ** p < .01.

The results of the unconditional and the conditional multivariate multilevel (MVML) models are presented in Table 2. The unconditional MVML model results indicate that 93% of the variance in memorization strategies, 88% of the variance in elaboration strategies and 89% of the variance in control strategies are attributable to individual students. The proportions of variance in the three strategies at the school level are 7%, 12% and 11% respectively. The findings suggest that much of the variability in SRL strategies lay between students.

The first question involved examination of the role of three motivational variables in predicting the SRL strategies. Before specific effects of the motivational variables are evaluated it is important to determine if the conditional MVML model is better fit to the data than the unconditional MVML model (i.e., the more complex model). Table 2 shows that the deviance of the conditional model (Model1) is smaller than that of the unconditional model (Model0) (ΔD = 2,271.88). As mentioned above, with change in number of parameters estimated (ΔP =15) as a degree of freedom, we compare 2,271.88 to the critical value of chi-square which is 24.99. Thus, Model1 is a much better fit to the data than Model0. Table 2 indicates that the variables included in Model1 reduced the between student variances in the learning strategies, on average, by 24%. More specifically the model reduced the student level variance in memorization by 26%, elaboration by 23% and control by 25%. Table 2 also shows that the three motivational variables are significant predictors of the three learning strategies even after controlling for potential confounding variables of SES and gender. More specifically, self-efficacy predicted students’ use of memorization, elaboration and control strategies. Similarly, both intrinsic value and instrumental value predicted the three SRL strategies. In addition, the analysis showed that SES has small but significant positive effect on control strategy but negative effect on elaboration strategy and no statistically significant effect on elaboration. Females reported higher levels of elaboration and control strategies but lower levels of memorization than males in the sample.
Table 2. Multivariate Multilevel Regression Estimates of the Effects of Motivational Variables on SRL Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Memorization</th>
<th>Elaboration</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Memorization</th>
<th>Elaboration</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.73**</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>2.61**</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>2.93**</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.19**</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental Value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.16**</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.07**</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.04**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td></td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>-.03*</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Level</td>
<td>.27**</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.30**</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.24**</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Level</td>
<td>.02*</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.04*</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.03*</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviance</td>
<td>19002.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16280.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * p < .05; ** p < .01.

The second research question involved examining the extent to which the effects of the motivational variables differed by SRL strategies. To answer this research question, the effects of each motivational variable on the SRL strategies was compared using Post-hoc coefficient comparison tests. These post-hoc analyses showed that the effects of each of the motivational variables did not significantly differ by the SRL strategies. For instance, effect of self-efficacy on memorization does not differ from its effect on elaboration (Z = .74, p = .24) or control strategies (Z = -.74, p = .24). This suggests that the effects of the motivational predictors are invariant across the SRL outcomes.

The third goal of this study was to examine whether the effects of the motivational variables on a specific SRL strategy use differ from each other. Post-hoc analyses compared whether the effect of a motivational variable on one SRL strategy is stronger or weaker than on another SRL strategy. The results indicated that compared to self-efficacy, both intrinsic value (Z = 2.67, p < .05) and instrumental value (Z = 2.00, p < .05) were stronger predictors of memorization strategy. The effect of instrumental value was stronger than that of self-efficacy for elaboration (Z = 2.01, p < .05) and control strategies (Z = 4.02, p < .05). Intrinsic value and instrumental value effects differed only when predicting elaboration such that intrinsic value was stronger (Z = 2.67, p < .05). Overall, the results show that achievement value, whether intrinsic or extrinsic appear to be stronger than self-efficacy in predicting SRL strategies.

5. Discussion

Self-regulated learning is an important predictor of academic outcomes (Dent & Koenka, 2016; Hattie & Donoghue, 2016). Thus, understanding what motivates students to engage in self-regulation has become an important issue that has received a great deal of attention among researchers (see Schunk & Zimmerman, 2008; Zimmerman, 2011). This study sought to contribute to this growing body of literature by examining the contribution of three important motivational variables (i.e., self-efficacy, intrinsic value & instrumental value) to SRL in a nationally representative sample of 15-year old students. The study examined the unique as well as the differential effects of these motivational variables. The findings showed that self-efficacy, intrinsic value and instrumental value each contribute uniquely to prediction of the SRL strategies. The results also showed that the effects of the motivational variables differ from each other to some extent.

The first goal of this study was to investigate whether the three motivational variables uniquely contributed to the prediction of SRL strategies after controlling for SES, gender and inter-correlations among the SRL strategies themselves. The results of the conditional MVML model showed that even after controlling for SES and gender, the three motivational variables significantly predicted the three SRL strategies. Consistent with
previous findings (e.g., Lee, Lee & Bong, 2014; Pintrich, 1999; Wolters & Pintrich, 1998; Zimmerman, 2002) self-efficacy predicted the three SRL strategies assessed in the current study. Students who thought they were capable of learning mathematics were more likely to report the use of memorization, elaboration and control strategies. In addition, both intrinsic value and instrumental value significantly predicted the three SRL strategies. These results are consistent with other studies that found significant associations between the SRL strategies and composite task value (e.g., Berger & Karabenick, 2011; Pintrich, 1999; Wolters & Pintrich, 1998) or interest (Lee, et al., 2014). The findings suggest that students may not engage self-regulation if they are not interested in or do not perceive the instrumental value of the task (Zimmerman, 2011). Compared with self-efficacy, students’ perception of value of academic subjects has been given little attention in the self-regulation literature (Wigfield et al., 2008). This study demonstrated that at least two task value components identified by Eccles (2009) appear to be uniquely associated with SRL.

The second goal of this study was to examine whether the effects of motivation vary across SRL outcomes. Although no empirical studies have examined the issue, several scholars suggested that the effects of self-efficacy and achievement value might differ by SRL strategies such that the effects would be stronger for elaboration and control than for memorization (Pintrich, 1999). The findings of the current study suggest that the motivational variables appear to be equally important for each of the strategies. The effect of self-efficacy on memorization is not significantly different from its effects on elaboration and control strategies. Contrary to Wigfield et al.’s (2008) hypothesis, the effects of intrinsic value and instrumental value on the three strategies did not significantly differ from each other.

The third goal of the study was to examine the differential effects of the motivational variables across each of the SRL strategies. The findings revealed that compared to self-efficacy, both intrinsic value and instrumental value appear to be stronger predictors of SRL strategies. The effects of intrinsic value and instrumental value on memorization were stronger than that of self-efficacy. The effect of instrumental value was stronger than that of self-efficacy for elaboration and control strategies. The stronger effects of the two value components indicate that student’s selection and use of strategies might depend more on their purpose than their confidence in their ability. However, comparison between intrinsic and instrumental value effects showed only the effect of intrinsic value on elaboration was stronger than that of the effect of instrumental value.

The interpretation of the findings of the current study should be made in light of the following limitations. First, both SRL and motivation variables were self-reported. Although the current study focus was on the aptitude of SRL (Winne & Perry, 2000), fine grained analysis of motivation and SRL require different methods than just self-reports. Trace studies and video based observation might capture the dynamics of motivation and self-regulation in action (Zimmerman, 2008). Thus, future research should utilize such innovative methods to examine the dynamics of motivation and self-regulation components. Second, although this study is based on the theoretical proposition that motivation plays an important role in SRL, the cross-sectional design of the PISA data does not allow to derive any conclusion that purports a causal precedence in terms of time. What limited longitudinal studies available suggest the primacy of motivation (see Berger & Karabenick, 2011). Finally, this study showed that three motivational variables are important predictors of SRL even after controlling for SES and gender. Nevertheless, the motivational constructs included in the study are limited to only three variables. Other variables such as achievement goals, attributions, goal setting and future time perspective are not discussed in relative terms (See Schunk, Meece & Pintrich, 2013; Schunk & Zimmerman, 2008). Although future research should examine the differential role of these motivational variables, the three constructs used in the current study are among the most useful educational psychology constructs that are used in international educational assessments (Marsh, Abduljbar, Abu-Hilal, Morin, Abdelfattah, Leung & Parker, 2013).

Notwithstanding these limitations, the current study contributes to the extant literature in several ways. First, understanding whether motivational effects differ by the SRL strategies has both practical and theoretical significance. Practically, interventions that target a specific SRL strategy might choose to focus on a specific motivational variable. Theoretically, knowledge of differential motivational effects on SRL outcomes helps in refining theories in such a way that elimination or addition of a motivational variable is possible. Second, the study used sophisticated analytic strategy to examine the effects of motivation on SRL strategies by controlling for inevitable correlations between the outcome variables, thereby reducing type I error. Third, by examining the multivariate associations between motivation and self-regulated learning in a nationally
representative sample, this study contributes to the knowledge base on the role of motivation in self-regulated learning. In conclusion, the findings of the study suggest we need to take correlations among SRL strategies when examining impact of motivation. This is particularly important for interventions that target motivation to enhance self-regulated learning.
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